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Abstract: IP Multimedia services provide a dynamic combination of voice, video, messaging, data, etc. within the same session. By increasing the number of basic applications and the media that it is possible to combine, it is possible to increase the number of services offered to the end users, and thus to enrich the interpersonal communication experience. IPTV is a system used to deliver digital television services to the consumers through broadband. This delivery of digital television is made possible by using Internet Protocol over a broadband connection, usually in a managed network rather than the public Internet to preserve quality of service guarantees. The Internet Protocol (IP) Multimedia Subsystem, better known as "The IMS", is based on the specification of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IMS is an architecture for the convergence of data, speech and mobile networks and is based on a wide range of protocols, of which most have been developed by the IETF. It combines and enhances them to allow real time services on top of the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) packet-switched domain. This paper presents what IPTV is, its requirements, how IPTV will be merged with IMS and various standardization efforts for IPTV. It further also deals the advantage of IMS based IPTV, its implementation challenges, performance and capacity, and testing requirement. Keywords: Next Generation Networks, Fixed-Mobile Convergence, IPTV services, IP multimedia subsystem, Multimedia Delivery Architecture, ETSI TISPAN, Digital Video Broadcast Project



I.



INTRODUCTION



Over the last decade, the growth of satellite service, the rise of digital cable, and the birth of HDTV have all left their mark on the television landscape. Now, a new delivery method threatens to shake things up even more powerfully. Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) has arrived, and backed by the deep pockets of the telecommunications industry, it's poised to offer more interactivity and bring a hefty dose of competition to the business of selling TV. IPTV describes a system capable of receiving and displaying a video stream encoded as a series of Internet Protocol packets. If you've ever watched a video clip on your computer, you've used an IPTV system in its broadest sense. When most people discuss IPTV, though, they're talking about watching traditional channels on your television, where people demand a smooth, high-resolution, lag-free picture, and it's the Telco’s that are jumping headfirst into this market. Once known only as phone companies, the



Telco’s now want to turn a "triple play" of voice, data, and video that will retire the side and put them securely in the batter's box [19]. The digital television has been evolving for several years. What started as digital terrestrial or satellite digital television delivery can now, following the recent technology evolution, be delivered over a broad range of fixed or mobile networks. The deployment of the Internet Protocol based Television (IPTV) over different broadband access networks was made possible because of the Increase in the available bandwidth on new types of access networks together with improving media coding algorithms . Most of the major European telecom service operators already start or plan to start providing Triple play type of services which include in one service package of video, voice and data services (like IPTV, Voice and high speed internet access). We could clearly recognize a growing demand for multimedia on mobile devices and several technologies like DVB-H also allow receiving mobile TV channels on enhanced mobile terminals. The increasing number of deployments and potential customers enforce the operators and solution vendors to optimize delivery network architecture, control mechanisms, end devices as well as to enable a simplified usage of enhanced services. We are focusing in this article on the description of approaches for the delivery of IPTV services over IMS-based network architecture. Figure 1 shows a converged communication network for the fixed mobile environment. It is the IMS which introduces multimedia session control in the packet-switched domain and at the same time brings circuit-switched functionality in the packet switched domain. The IMS is a key technology for such network consolidation [12]. Here’s a hypothetical example of how these integrated capabilities can be used in the real world, to transform the entertainment and communication experience [14]. Najma, who is in the middle of a big remodeling project, is watching a home-improvement show for inspiration. Her personal avatar appears on the television screen and plays a short multimedia video clip of her interior designer, who is also watching the show and wants to share some ideas based on the home they’re viewing. Najma uses the remote control on the set-top box to accept the incoming session. A picturein-picture window opens up, and Najma sees her designer



appear. Together, they agree on some light fixtures and decide to open a group chat session with Najma’s husband, Ashraf, who is at the home improvement store. They text chat with Ashraf to ask him to check out fixtures of the type they just saw on TV. Using his video streaming mobile handset, Ashraf captures some short video of the lighting fixtures, and the IMS



(a) Quality of Experience: To ensure timely delivery of packets, Quality of Experience (QoE) is critical. Performance and features may attract consumers, but video quality is a must to maintain their loyalty. QoE is the evolutionary step beyond Quality of Service (QoS) incorporating important elements such as maximum delays in transport of IP streams and minimizing the difference between transport times for individual IP packets (jitter). QoE also includes criteria for minimum downtimes and maintenance intervals, providing reasonable channel change times, and guaranteeing availability of on demand services, interactivity, and delivery of network-based services such as time-shifted viewing with VCR-like functionality. To meet viewer expectations for high quality services, QoE must be maintained across the entire IPTV architecture, from content source through delivery to multiple devices within the home. This level of controllability and diagnostic capability requires a management protocol that extends beyond service provider access, all the way to devices used by the customer. (b)Ease of use



Fig 1: IMS in converged networks



application plays the video clip to both women simultaneously. Recognizing the presence of an active group session, an advertisement application linked to the homeimprovement show sends out an overlay video clip offering the chance for the group to sign up, for a small fee, to participate in an information session about selecting and installing home lighting. Ashraf and Najma accept and enjoy the multimedia learning session from their mobile handsets and TV sets. Najma then uses her handset to instruct the IPTV application to track remodeling ideas on her subscribed channels. While Ashraf and Najma are at work, the networkbased recording capability creates an index of the targeted content. Whenever they choose, they can readily navigate through the recorded program choices and access them from any of their IMS devices [14].



II.



WHAT IPTV WANTS



I would like to tell that IPTV is not like any ordinary television program broadcast through the Internet, but rather it is unique in itself. Its contour is represented by a closed, proprietary TV system which is similar to the cable services present today. But, in contrast, the delivery of IPTV is made via IP-based secure channels, which result in a sharp increase in content distribution control. The basic equipments of IPTV are [16]:



Consumers are accustomed to easy access. When the predominant mode of reception was over-the-air broadcast, “rabbit ears” or a rooftop antenna was all that was needed in metropolitan areas with strong signals. As cable and satellite TV grew, coaxial cable connectors on TV sets provided another simple interface to outlets in rooms with TV sets. (c) Scalable Video-based applications such as multi-room DVR, gaming, photo and personal content sharing, are creating demand for increased bandwidth in the home, which in turn will give rise to additional uses. It is a recursive environment borne out by history. There is no such thing as too much bandwidth [16].



III .



SCOPE OF IMS



The diagram below figure2 shows the IP Multimedia Subsystem architecture. IMS decomposes the networking infrastructure into separate functions with standardized interfaces between them. Each interface is specified as a "reference point", which defines both the protocol over the interface and the functions between which it operates. The standards do not mandate which functions should be colocated, as this depends on the scale of the application, and a single device may contain several functions. The 3GPP architecture is split into three main planes or layers, each of which is described by a number of equivalent names: Service or Application Plane, Control or Signaling Plane, and User or Transport Plane [18].



authentication, and call processing (including routing of calls to applications). The operation of the S-CSCF is controlled by policy stored in the HSS. This distributed architecture provides an extremely flexible and scalable solution. For example, any of the CSCF functions can generate billing information for each operation. The Control Plane also controls User Plane traffic through the Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (RACS). This consists of the Policy Decision Function (PDF), which implements local policy on resource usage, for example to prevent overload of particular access links, and Access-RAC Function (A-RACF), which controls QoS within the access network. (c) User plane Fig 2: IP Multimedia Subsystem architecture.



(a) Application plane The application plane provides an infrastructure for the provision and management of services, and defines standard interfaces to common functionality including   



configuration storage, identity management, user status (such as presence and location), which is held by the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) billing services, provided by a Charging Gateway Function (CGF) control of voice and video calls and messaging, provided by the control plane.



(b) Control plane The control plane sits between the application and transport planes. It routes the call signaling, tells the transport plane what traffic to allow, and generates billing information for the use of the network. At the core of this plane is the Call Session Control Function (CSCF), which comprises the following functions. 











The Proxy-CSCF (P-CSCF) is the first point of contact for users with the IMS. The P-CSCF is responsible for security of the messages between the network and the user and allocating resources for the media flows. The Interrogating-CSCF (I-CSCF) is the first point of contact from peered networks. The I-CSCF is responsible for querying the HSS to determine the SCSCF for a user and may also hide the operator's topology from peer networks (Topology Hiding Inter-network Gateway, or THIG). The Serving-CSCF (S-CSCF) is the central brain. The S-CSCF is responsible for processing registrations to record the location of each user, user



The User plane provides a core QoS-enabled IPv6 network with access from User Equipment (UE) over mobile, WiFi and broadband networks. This infrastructure is designed to provide a wide range of IP multimedia server-based and P2P services. Access into the core network is through Border Gateways (GGSN/PDG/BAS). These enforce policy provided by the IMS core, controlling traffic flows between the access and core networks. Within the User Plane  



the Interconnect Border Control Function (I-BCF) controls transport level security and tells the RACS what resources are required for a call the I-BGF, A-BGF Border Gateway Functions provide media relay for hiding endpoint addresses with managed pinholes to prevent bandwidth theft, and implement NAPT and NAT/Firewall traversal for media flows.



The international standardization of IMS started in 2000 within 3GPP and 3GPP2 for the mobile world, and has now been extended in 2005 towards the fixed network domain by ITU-T and ETSI under the banner of NGN standardization. The aim of IMS is not only to provide new services but the services, current and future, that the internet provides. The primary advantages being, Cost effective: IMS standardization is done based on horizontal architecture. Unlike the conventional systems, which use vertical based architecture, horizontal based architecture is more flexible. A single application can be used in different network interfaces. Interoperability: Seamless integration with 802.11(WiFi) and 802.16 (WiMax) wireless technologies. Supports both PSTN (fixed) and mobile networks. It also supports multivendor environment. Convergence: IMS started as a technology for 3G mobile networks, but soon become as NGN covering fixed, wireless and mobile networks using SIP protocol. With IMS convergence in place, users will have single network for home telephones, cable TV, IP traffic and mobile phone service. Thus convergence being a crucial part of it, IMS is



expanding its horizon by supporting features like Single Sign On (SSO). Better QoS: With 3G technology, it made possible to provide a better quality of service. Some of these include video on demand, video conferencing, voice and data communications. All these add-ons give operators the necessary ability to control and change each of the service. IMS will eventually work with all the networks; fixed, mobile, and wireless with packet switching functions, such as GPRS, UMTS, CDMA2000, WiFi, WiMax, and old circuit switched phones.



The below figure 3 shows the important Key elements working in IMS architecture are[18]: Home Subscriber Server (HSS) – is the master database server containing the subscription-related information of all users to support the IMS network entities as CSSF, AS to handle calls/sessions. The HSS is similar to Home Location Register (HLR) in GSM network. Call Session Control Function (CSCF) - is responsible for Charging, O&M, and control functions. CSCF entity is divided into different types depending on the services they handle. They are P(Proxy)CSCF, I(Interrogating)-CSCF, S(Serving)CSCF. Application Server (AS) - executes and manages the services such as CLIP, Call waiting, Call forwarding, Conf. Call, IM, SMS, MMS, and other services. Gateways - provide necessary protocol conversion on



different interfaces of the network. Gateways help to communicate with devices which are not in same



can be achieved with competitors’ standard triple or quad-play offerings. 



Gain new revenues by delivering a differentiated, value-added service — personalized and interactive — supplemented with revenues from carefully targeted advertisements.







Reduce operating expenses by reusing a variety of functions across the quadplay environment, such as subscriber, service and user profile data, authentication, authorization, Digital Rights Management (DRM), charging support, and the media and data servers that optimize delivery to various device types.







Deploy new services faster, since an application can be created in one place and deployed across all access networks and devices, with a core billing system that aggregates billing data [14].



The IMS based IPTV can also bring additional advantages such as support for mobility, enabling interaction with existing NGN service enablers, service personalization and media adaptation as well as provide converged applications integrated voice, data, video and mobile services to flexible quadruple play service concept. IMS for IPTV starts simply from the fact that operators today are mostly triple-play or quad-play players: their services include telephony, television, internet browsing and mobile phones [15]. Quad-play doesn’t mean convergence in any way - these packaged deals are business related; they might exist on separate networks with separate usage plans that are simply aggregated and offered to users at certain price points. Since telephony is included, IMS is required. And once you have IMS, you can use it for the core services of IPTV as well. Let’s look at figure 4 which shows TISPAN’s IPTV architecture to understand how it works:



Fig 3: Simplified IMS network architecture [18]



network. Gateways are categorized into Signaling gateways and media gateways. IV. BENEFITS OF IMS-BASED IPTV IPTV over IMS offers a number of benefits mentioned below: 



Win new subscribers (and keep the ones you’ve got) by offering a richer home entertainment experience than



Fig 4: TISPAN’s IPTV architecture [15]



Important points in this architecture: 1. 2.



3.



4.



IPTV-related services are now coupled with the core IMS network itself. The User Equipment - be it the set-top box itself, a residential gateway or any other access device - still interfaces with the network with the Gm interface of the IMS. The only difference is that it still uses RTSP for some of the specialized IPTV services. The transport functions are quite boring - they simply deal with how to get to the point of having an IP network to work with. Still, they are important, since they provide QoS for the services used. The HSS in IMS, which holds our user accounts in cellular networks, is replaced - or should I say “extended” - by a UPSF (User Profile Server Function), a similar kind of database that holds the information of the subscribers (a kind of HSS).



V. STANDARIZATION EFFORTS The industry has recognized these benefits and has manifested its interest by launching efforts to standardize IPTV over IMS. Many manufacturers have announced plans to support the architecture. Multiple networking equipment manufacturers have published papers detailing their plans to support IPTV within the IMS framework [10]. Multiple Standard Definition Organizations (SDOs) for IPTV standards are involved in IPTV: 















incompatible standards that would confuse the industry. They all define a series of generic IPTV functions for all service types, including Broadcast and Video on Demand (VOD):  Service discovery - the identification and location of service providers and offered content.  Service selection – selection of a service provider and service from the discovered set.  Program guide - information about IPTV channels, content, price, etc.  Stream distribution - delivery of the video content to the subscriber.  Service and content protection - methods to protect the content, including Digital Rights Management (DRM). . Next Generation Network Architecture Release 1 of the NGN architecture, as proposed by TISPAN, shown in Fig 5 is comprised of two layers: the service layer and the IP-based transport layer [9]. The service layer consists of a series of subsystems that perform specific functions:  PSTN/ISDN Emulation Subsystem (PES) - a subsystem to emulate the Public Switched Telephony Network and/or the Integrated Services Digital Network.  Core IMS subsystem – the IP Multimedia Subsystem containing the session control function.  Other subsystems - such as streaming and broadcasting.



The Digital Video Broadcast Project (DVB) is a consortium of broadcasters, manufacturers, software developers and regulatory bodies involved in digital television. They have defined a standard that specifies the transport mechanisms for unicast and multicast delivery of DVB services on IP-based networks. Their standard has been adopted by ETSI TISPAN. The ATIS IIF is dedicated to coordinating standards activities relating to IPTV. It works closely with other SDOs to develop Implementation Agreements (IAs) and technical reports. The OMA BCAST Working Group is concerned with the mobile aspect of IPTV and other broadcasting applications. Both the ITU-T IPTV Focus Group and ETSI TISPAN are actively defining NGN (Next Generation Network) architectures for IPTV.



. Fig 5: NGN Archetecture (Service Layer and Transport Layer) [9]



While these SDOs are all working on standards definitions of IPTV, they are collaborating so as not to create multiple



The service layer also contains the common functions used by all the other subsystems, such as charging and security. The architecture, by structuring IMS as a subsystem rather than a core component, allows the use of applications and User Agents (UAs) that are non-IMS aware as well as those that are IMS-aware in the same network. This also allows other subsystems to be added as needed. In fact, for a non-IMS system, IPTV becomes another subsystem on the service layer.



The figure 6 shows the high-level functional architecture of IPTV using IMS [9]. The functional blocks are grouped together in logical categories:   



The transport layer consists of the transport control subsystems and the transfer functions. The two subsystems that make up the transport control are the:  The Network Attachment Subsystem (NASS) responsible for provisioning the IP address and other configurations of the terminal, as well as authentication and authorization of the subscriber.  The Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (RACS) - responsible for policy management and implementation, ensuring that the user is allowed to access the services being requested. It also reserves and allocates the required and subscribed amount of bandwidth for the service.



Both the NASS and the RACS form an integral part of the NGN, and are a prime example of the common infrastructure shared among all applications.



VI.



IPTV WITHIN IMS



The most active SDOs working towards an IPTV architecture within the framework of IMS are the ITU-T and ETSI TISPAN. In fact, both SDOs are working closely together and largely share an architecture. The ITU-T proposes three separate architectures for IPTV:  Non-NGN networks, including existing networks  NGN networks, but not IMS based  NGN networks that are IMS based The three variations are defined in order to allow for legacy systems and two variations of NGN systems. The first defines IPTV largely as it exists today. The other two allow IPTV to fit into the architecture shown above. Providing three variations with very similar architectures simplifies interworking between them. All three variations share the same high-level functional architecture. ETSI TISPAN is also in the process of defining an NGN version of IPTV, but will forego the non-NGN version.











 



End-User Functions - performs mediation between the end user and the IPTV infrastructure. Application Functions - allows the end user to select and optionally purchase content from the IPTV system. Service Control Functions - request and release the resources necessary for service delivery. Content Delivery Functions - facilitate the delivery of content from the application functions to the IPTV terminal, as well as facilitating the interaction between the user and the selected content. Network Transport and Control Functions provides IP network connectivity between the IPTV service components and the end user functions, along with required QoS for the services. Management Functions - performs system management, status monitoring and configuration. Content Provider Functions – services provided by the entity that owns or is licensed to sell the IPTV content or content assets.



IMS specifies an architecture with open interfaces. Applications must support the interfaces and protocols to the appropriate devices within the IMS network, and in doing so a wealth of IMS features and functionality become available. The IMS core provides SIP-based session management for all types of applications, a central database in the HSS, and a common charging mechanism for all applications.



Fig 6: The high-level functional architecture of IPTV using IMS [9]



Applications need not maintain a separate database of subscriber data, and there’s no need to interface to or maintain a separate charging and billing system. The QoS architecture



for the delivery services, so important in streaming applications such as IPTV, is handled by the IMS or NGN core.



-



Generic Entities (GE) equivalent to the 3GPP transport entities will be present in the Generic IP transport domain.



The most significant difference between IPTV and IMS is that IMS uses SIP as a session management protocol, while IPTV currently uses IGMP for broadcast/multicast control and RTSP for streaming content control. It is still underdetermined how SIP will be used in the IPTV context, and if RTSP will still have a future. These matters should be defined and finalized in early 2008 by the ITU-T IPTV FG.



-



In NGN the AuC functionality is performed by UPSF.



-



The Security Associations (SA) (referring to the corresponding arrows in Figure 7) are retained.



The specification effort for IPTV over IMS is still a work in progress. There are functional entities and protocols that still require precise definition.







SA-1, SA-3, SA-4 and SA-5 are endorsed as described in [9].







SA-2 is endorsed with the extension to ensure transport across NAT/Firewall boundaries.



There exist other interfaces and reference points in IMS, which have not been addressed above. IMS standards are being defined by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project). While many other SDOs are working on their own variation of IMS, they are largely based on the work being done by 3GPP. SDOs using the 3GPP work include [67]:   



ETSI TISPAN Cable Labs Packet Cable effort 3GPP2 MMD (Multi-Media Domain)



ETSI TISPAN is mostly concerned with fixed-line access to the NGN. The 3GPP and ETSI TISPAN have recently announced that they will combine and harmonize their efforts in the upcoming release 8 of the 3GPP IMS specifications.



VII.



IMS SECURITY ARCHITECTURE [17]



IMS is susceptible to all security threats characteristic of IPbased system. DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks, theft of service, spoofing and viruses are all serious considerations that must be dealt with in the IMS. IMS standards address some of these threats by mandating access security and authentication, but many threats are left for the operator to deal with. A multitude of tools and devices are available, but the protection system as a whole must be orchestrated to work together with other IMS mechanisms without impeding services. Changes in the security system without a corresponding consideration in the policies or QoS architecture can have unintended consequences for the user. Figure 7 depicts the IMS security architecture in an NGN environment as defined in [9], where the 3GPP specific transport domain is replaced by the Generic IP transport domain. The following observations support figure 7. -



The IMS is independent of the transport network
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Figure 7: I MS Security architecture in an NGN environment [17]



Those interfaces and reference points reside within the IMS, either within the same security domain or between different security domains. The protection of all such interfaces and reference points (which may include subsystems like NASS/RACS) apart from the Gm reference point are protected as specified in [17].



VIII. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES The objective of the NGN is to deliver converged services over a common transport network. IMS augments that significantly by adding common functions, such as session management, charging, and application interfaces. Since all applications in an IMS network make use of this common infrastructure, the challenges of implementing IPTV over IMS greatly resemble the challenges of implementing all applications over IMS [5]. Being such a modular and distributed architecture encompassing multiple functional areas, the IMS architecture will almost certainly result in multi-vendor solutions. No one



manufacturer will build all the disparate nodes required. While this is exactly the intent of the IMS architecture, it can also pose problems with in and performance engineering of the network [10].



routers, access devices, and IP customer premises equipment. Such testing provides an understanding of individual device performance and may determine how much impact each has on the overall system.



A. QoS and Policy



Next, system-level tests that incorporate more than one demarcation point in the transport architecture are required. In this way, a clear understanding of how well the individual systems play with each other is determined. Finally, this approach must be extended to test the network end-to-end. Any change in network configuration, such as adding a new application or changing the QoS policies associated with an existing one can negatively impact performance if the change is not well understood before its implementation. Quality of Experience (QoE) is all-important.



Since all traffic runs on a common transport network and is controlled by the same session management architecture, various applications can interfere with each other if care isn’t taken to tune things right. The NGN and IMS have mechanisms in place to control and implement the QoS and access policies for all the applications.



When a new application is added to the mix, QoS and access policies must be correctly, but these new configurations must not impede other applications. B. Performance and Capacity Care must be taken when dimensioning a network. Each component will have individual performance and capacity characteristics, and they probably won’t match. In fact, metrics expressed in varying units may result in apple vs. orange comparisons. When all the components are assembled into a system, the behavior and performance characteristics of the whole may be difficult to predict. Bandwidth management is closely related the video compression algorithm in use. The current standard algorithm is MPEG-2, which is showing its age. An MPEG-2 stream for an HDTV channel requires more than 15 Mbps of bandwidth. With bandwidth-intensive products, such as HDTV and VOD, service providers must look for new encoding mechanisms to ensure that they have enough bandwidth capacity to satisfy the needs of individual subscribers as well as their entire clientele.



IPTV deployments will be measured against existing services: cable TV, wireline phone service, cell phone service and highspeed Internet. It’s imperative to test a new application not only by itself, but along with the rest of the service offering simultaneously active in order to measure the QoE of the application itself, and to also determine its impact on the QoE of the other existing applications. To achieve network QoE goals, simple QoS mechanisms have given way to Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). In order to test such networks, it’s essential that stateful traffic is used at all levels of testing. Once the network has proved itself in this arena, testing from an application delivery standpoint can begin. Scale is a key factor to consider in planning for IMS-IPTV. Deployments of quad-play solutions that include IPTV will grow from large to immense. Predeployment tests must utilize test equipment that scales to the extremes found in the field. The modern IPTV delivery system is a complex beast. The sub-systems that we’ll look at are:  Content Delivery and Provider Functions  Network Control and Transport  Access / Broadband Network  Infrastructure Components



C. Video and Voice Quality Video and voice quality perception is highly sensitive to jitter and delay. These and other network impairments appear on a TV as choppy or blocky video, frozen frames and garbled voices [10]. Quality of service for IPTV delivery networks must be optimized to minimize jitter and packet loss for video over IP streams. Set-top boxes can compensate for jitter through buffering, but this is generally limited to 50-150 ms; longer period will affect Channel Change Performance (CCP). IX. TESTING REQUIREMENTS [10] Service providers must systematically test and verify various network devices in each of the video transport architectures, including video content servers, core and edge



Common testing requirements for all IPTV and IMS component and systems include:  Jitter, latency and loss distribution as traffic increases.  Quality of Experience (QoE) measured both at the network level and at the perceptual video level.



The Content Delivery and Provider Functions take the video content from multiple sources and process them for delivery to the IP network. They consists of components that convert digital video and analog content into IP packets, components that encode the video into MPEG and other encoding formats, VoD servers that hold and deliver content and middleware components that service set-top box requests and billing.



A. Testing requirements include Characterizing the encoders and IP converters to ensure that video stream quality does not degrade before delivery to the video transport network. Measurement of the performance of high-bandwidth aggregation switches at the video sources and at the edge of the metro network, in order to ensure that traffic is not degraded within the head-end. The Network Transport and Control Functions use the video content from multiple sources and process them for delivery to the IP network. They consists of components that convert digital video and analog content into IP packets, components that encode the video into MPEG and other encoding formats, and VoD servers.



[3]WG2TD11_WI2048_Proposal_for_IMS_based_IPTV_service_and_media _control, TISPAN technical draft, adhoc IPTV TISPAN IPTV meeting, Madrid, 16 to 19 April 2007 [4]TO5-FG.IPTV-DOC-0115(ITUF IPTV Focus Group working document) [5] ETSI ES 282 001 NGN Functional Architecture Release 1 [6] Draft ETSI TISPAN TS 182 027 IPTV Architecture; IPTV function supported by the IMS Subsystem. [7] Draft ETSI TISPAN TS 183 063 IMS based IPTV; stage 3 Specification [8] 3GPP TS 22.340 IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) messaging; Stage 1, March 2003. [9] “The evolving iptv service architecture”, www.cisco.com [10] http://www.ixiacom.com/



Testing requirements include:    



X.



Measurement of raw throughput performance in the delivery of traffic. Measurement of multicast capacity for broadcast TV. Determining the effectiveness of various QoS enforcement mechanisms to forward broadcast TV, VoD, VoIP and data traffic. Measurement of switch-over and routing convergence time under network failure.



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK



Presented paper describes the various standardization, ways of deployment, implementation and evaluation of IMS based IPTV service, performance capacity and security. The objectives of IMS based IPTV approach have been explained and also reasons and advantages identified for the presented concept. Main components of IMS IPTV service architecture as well as the roles of different functions have been explained in the paper. In our future work we plan to elaborate a further interaction between IMS mechanisms and IPTV service. First we want to enable a dynamic adaptation of IPTV QoS parameters depending on the network resources available for the user at any time. Second we plan to reuse IMS defined charging functions to be able to produce a single bill for all other IMS based and IPTV services Authors of the paper are also contributing to the standardization of ETSI TISPAN NGN Release 2 especially to IMS IPTV specification prepared for release 2
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Convergence: IMS started as a technology for. 3G mobile networks, but soon become as NGN covering fixed, wireless and mobile networks using SIP protocol. 
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